An olfactory bulb slice-based biosensor for multi-site extracellular recording of neural networks.
Multi-site recording is the important component for studies of the neural networks. In order to investigate the electrophysiological properties of the olfactory bulb neural networks, we developed a novel slice-based biosensor for synchronous measurement with multi-sites. In the present study, the horizontal olfactory bulb slices with legible layered structures were prepared as the sensing element to construct a tissue-based biosensor with the microelectrode array. This olfactory bulb slice-based biosensor was used to simultaneously record the extracellular potentials from multi-positions. Spike detection and cross-correlation analysis were applied to evaluate the electrophysiological activities. The spontaneous potentials as well as the induced responses by glutamic acid took on different electrophysiological characteristics and firing patterns at the different sites of the olfactory bulb slice. This slice-based biosensor can realize multi-site synchronous monitoring and is advantageous for searching after the firing patterns and synaptic connections in the olfactory bulb neural networks. It is also helpful for further probing into olfactory information encoding of the olfactory neural networks.